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Today’s issue covers two articles that speculate on the origins of the novel
Coronavirus (Sars-Cov-2). The first is a Washington Post editorial from
February of 2021, and represents a larger set of documents from American
media outlets  which discuss a leak at the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China
as the original source of a Sars-Cov-2 outbreak. The Chinese People's Daily

online likewise speculates on the origin of the novel coronavirus, as Xinhua

authors (China's largest state media agency) string together connections
between the closure of a U.S. military base in Maryland, the rise of vaping and
e-cigarette related deaths in the U.S., and speculation of American internet
obsevers about the virus' presence in America before January of 2019. 

THE 
 WASHINGTON
POST AND THE
LIBERATION
DAILY  DEPLOY 
 STRIKINGLY
SIMILAR
TACTICS TO
SPECULATE ON
THE ORIGIN OF 
 SARS-COV-2

What's in this
workshop:



Kevin Rudd and Bill Hare discuss domestic challenges to Biden's global
environmental plans, whereas Christine Bierre questions the ability of the
U.S.  to "lead" global climate change initiatives altogether

        In today's comparative look at "propaganda," both the American Washington Post and the
Chinese People's Daily mobilize powerful narratives of shadowy government manipulation,
misinformation, and coverups that claim to hide the true origin of the Sars-Cov-2 novel coronavirus.
They discuss the potential origin of the current pandemic through narrow focus on two facilities; one
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology in Wuhan, China and the other at the Biological Defense Wing of the
U.S. Military at Fort Detrick Military Base in Maryland, USA. Both articles call for more transparent
World Health Organization investigations into potential ties of both facilities to the Sars-Cov-2
outbreak, and the "opening of closed doors"  by both organizations. 

       These dual narratives primarily display how narrow framing of a topic can shape propaganda
narratives. Both discuss the origin of the Sars-Cov-2 virus alongside an a) confident focus on one
nationally sponsored research center and b) a potential government orchestrated coverup. The
Washington Post focuses on a Chinese research database potentially containing data on an earlier
version of the Sars-Cov-2 virus that "went offline," and the People's Daily cites the closure of Fort
Detrick in late 2019 alongside a simultaneous rise in "e-cigarette" related deaths and respiratory
illness in the Virginia-Maryland area. Both articles weave together loosely related stories to construct
chronological narratives about the origins of a Sars-Cov-2 virus outbreak.

      As you read both articles, note what both assessments don't say. Do they cite sources? Are the
sources reliable? Do the narrative timelines these articles portray hold up under scrutiny? Do the
authors seem concerned with the biological factors involved in the Sars-Cov-2 virus' origins? What is
the "message" they are trying to convey to their audiences? Consider these ideas as you read before
moving on to the questions section.

Propaganda in Conversation:
Analyzing Propaganda Stories
that "Speak" to one Another



"We’re Still Missing the
Origin Story of this
Pandemic. China is
Sitting on the Answers:
A Chinese Institute
must be Opened to
Investigators."

EDITORIAL BOARD
WASHINGTON POST

 

“An Explosion in Hot
(Internet) Searches:
This American Base
Can't Hide the Virus”
XINHUA 
PEOPLE'S DAILY ONLINE

Readings
 

Propaganda in Conversation

HOW DO WE INTERPRET PROPAGANDA IN CONVERSATION?
 

The  Washington Post and The Liberation Daily  deploy  strikingly
similar  tactics to speculate on the origin of  Sars-Cov-2. Yet they use
two sets of information with little to no tangible overlap. They seem
to "speak" to one another, discussing the same topic with a similar
narrative structure, but provide no common points of reference for 

 sustainable conversation...



KEY TERMS
Narrative Structure = the chain of events and characters used to tell a story. Traditionally, news reporting
attempts to maintain a cohesive narrative structure, where events in a given report are closely and clearly
interconnected, and are reported in chronological fashion. 

Chronological = starting with the earliest and then following the order in which events occured. Traditional
news reporting which follows a chronological sequence will "start from the beginning," detailing the earliest
events first, then reporting each subsequent event as it happened in a linear-time sequence. This is not
always the case, however, and news reports are not always chronological, especially since global events can
occur simultaneously, and it can be more compelling to tell a story where certain facts are withheld and then
told later in the news article.

Speculation = the act of guessing something's origins or outcomes without knowing the answer; the offering
of an opinion based on incomplete evidence. For example, guessing which team might win an athletic event
is speculation. Likewise, if you have not yet heard or seen the official match results after an athletic event has
concluded, but guess which team or individual might have won anyway, that is also speculation.

Points  of Reference = something that is used to judge or study something else. For example, across these
two articles, the shared fact that Sars-Cov-2 is a novel coronavirus is a point of reference.

Members of the World Health Organization team investigating the origins of the COVID-19 pandemic arrive at the
Wuhan Institute of Virology in Wuhan in China’s central Hubei province on Feb. 3, 2021. (Hector Retamal / AFP /

Getty Images)



ReadingsQUESTIONS

1) Do the articles have any common points of references in their discussion of
the origins of the Sars-Cov-2 novel coronavirus? If so, what are they?
2) What can these common points of reference, if any, tell us about shared
values and interests across both news cultures? 
3) What can the lack of common points of references, if any, tell us about
shared values and interests across both news cultures? 

Thinking about Propaganda in Conversation

1) These two articles have both striking similarities and striking differences.
Before analyzing them, can you think of any other examples of media events or
news stories where two different media outlets used different narratives to
explain the same event? Make a list of any examples that come to mind.

Thinking about Narratives

1) What "narrative structure" do the articles use to tell a story? Does this
narrative include points of speculation? Make your own timeline for each
article and circle potential points of speculation.
2) What sources do the authors use to tell this narrative? Are these sources
reliable and verifiable? Write down names of sources used.

Thinking about Points of Reference



DISCUSSION
 

On Propaganda in Conversation
 
 

Discuss with your group
1) What was your impression of both news stories and
the narrative structures they built? Were they "solid"?
"Flimsy"? Support your impression with specific
examples.
2) What did the news stories have in common? Did you
find that they had similarities in narrative structure,
even if the information they used was entirely
different? 
3) You may have found the two news pieces similar,
different, or both. Do you think think the similarities
are more important, or the differences? Why?

We can place
propaganda in
conversation
by finding the
similarities
and
differences
between two
news stories.
What can the
similarities or
differences tell
us about both
news cultures?

 WHO-China joint news conference, Wuhan, Feb. 9, 2021 (Associated Press Photo/Ng Han Guan) 


